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Superelastic scattering with imperfect laser polarization
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The formalism applied to superelastic electron scattering from laser-excited atoms has to date assumed
perfect polarization of the laser light. We consider the effects of imperfect polarization, deriving an expression
for the superelastic scattering rate from target atoms optically pumped with elliptically polarized light, and
show how imperfect polarization effects can be measured and minimized under experimental conditions. In
particular, we find that in measuring the scattering for linearly polarized light with a small circular component,

the errors are proportional to the undesired circular polarization component and toP̄3, the scattering sensitivity
to circular light. We also present in detail a polarizer design which generates both linear and circular polar-
izations, allowing measurement of all scattering polarization sensitivities without requiring interchange of
optical elements.@S1050-2947~99!03007-3#

PACS number~s!: 34.80.Dp, 42.79.Ci
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superelastic scattering from laser-excited atoms prov
a powerful technique for testing theoretical models of inel
tic electron-atom collision processes@1#. In these experi-
ments, the target atoms are prepared in a well-defined q
tum state by optical pumping; that is, by repeated excitat
and spontaneous decay, using polarized laser light. Elect
are scattered from the laser-prepared atoms, and detect
some scattering angleue . Using an energy-selective filte
only superelastic electrons~those which gain energy throug
collision with atoms in the excited state! are counted. The
scattering rate is measured as a function of the laser po
ization and hence the quantum state of the target atoms

A detailed knowledge of the laser-prepared target stat
required to extract the atomic collision parameters from
measured scattering rates. This can be calculated, or to s
extent measured, but in either case the formalism has ge
ally assumed perfect polarization of the laser light, wh
excludes coherent excitation of multiple magnetic substa
Unfortunately, the polarization can be imperfect: elliptic
rather than perfectly linear or circular, or with the polariz
tion axis misaligned with respect to the scattering geome

We investigate the effects of imperfectly polarized lig
on the measured scattering parameters, first by extending
theoretical formalism to include elliptically polarized ligh
with arbitrary alignment angle~Sec. III!. The polarization
errors are related to the design and implementation of
apparatus used to polarize the laser beam. Section IV ev
ates potential causes, in particular, for a type of polari
which has significant advantages for these experiments.
polarization errors lead to effects in the scattering parame
which can easily be measured and minimized during
course of a typical superelastic scattering experiment; th
processes are described in Sec. VI. Finally, the system
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~1!/330~7!/$15.00
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errors due to imperfect polarization can be conveniently
timated for all scattering angles using measurements at
one angle~Sec. VII!.

These results offer practical and powerful methods
analyzing the effects of polarization components and solv
polarization-related problems in superelastic experiments

II. SUPERELASTIC SCATTERING
WITH ELLIPTICAL POLARIZATION

Our discussion is relevant to a broad range of las
excited superelastic experiments, but for clarity we spec
cally consider the populars-p transitions, and, in particular
an example taken from our recent work on low-energy el
tron scattering from lithium@2#. Figure 1 shows the experi
mental arrangement, which has been described in some d
earlier @2#. Li6 atoms are first laser excited to the 22P3/2
manifold with laser light at 670.977 nm~in vacuo!. Because
of the small hyperfine splittings, all the excited hyperfi
levels are coherently excited. Two-frequency pumping

used to prevent trapping in theF̄51/2 ground state.
Electrons of energyE0 collisionally deexcite the atoms to

the 2 2S1/2 ground states and gain 1.8 eV in energy. T
superelastic electrons are detected at scattering angleue , and
the rate measured as a function of the laser polarization.
reaction is

Li ~2 2P3/2!1e~kin ,E021.8 eV!→Li ~2 2S1/2!1e~kout,E0!,

where E0 is the scattered superelastic electron energy
kin,out are the momentum vectors for the incident and sc
tered electrons.

The electron scattering rate for a given scattering an
normalized to the differential cross section, is given by
330 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 60 331SUPERELASTIC SCATTERING WITH IMPERFECT . . .
I5tr~rs!, ~1!

where the collisional density matrixr depends solely on the
scattering amplitudes, ands is the density matrix describing
the laser-excited target atoms, which depends on the l
polarization and optical pumping processes.r is normalized
but the trace ofs depends on the excitation fraction whic
can vary with laser parameters such as intensity, freque
linewidth, and polarization. The collisional density matr
can be extracted by measuring the scattering rates for di
ents, which are obtained by changing the laser polarizati

The formalism which relates measurable scattering ra
for different ~perfect! laser polarizations to the desired el
ments of the collisional density matrix is given in@4#. We
follow the same derivation, but allow for the additional of
diagonal terms introduced by imperfect laser polarization

FIG. 1. Superelastic scattering geometry in the natural fram
Andersenet al. @1#, and Li6 energy levels~not to scale!. The
2 2S1/2→2 2P3/2 transition has a wavelength of 670.977 nm~in vac-
uo!. The hyperfine splitting frequencies are also shown on the ri
er

y,

r-
.
s

The optical pumping process evolves slowly and hen
involves the fully hyperfine-coupledFMF angular momen-
tum structure of the target. For excitation with laser light in
pure polarization state, a single quantization axis can be c
sen such that there are no coherent excitations of mult
magnetic substates. The trace of Eq.~1! is therefore simply a
sum over the appropriate matrix elements, diagonal inMF ,
as given in Eq.~5! of @4#:

I5 (
FMFF̄

rFMFF̄MF

L
sFMFF̄MF

L , ~2!

where the overbar indicates ground states and the supers
L indicates the quantization reference frame for the laser
larization. The quantization axis is most conveniently t
direction of electric field oscillation for linearly polarize
light, and along the laser propagation axis for circular lig

Elliptically polarized pumping leads to the coherent pop
lation of multiple excited magnetic substates~see@5#!, and so
the scattering rate becomes

I5 (
FMFF̄M̄F

rFMFF̄M̄F

L
sFMFF̄M̄F

L . ~3!

We reduce the scattering matrixrL to theLML basis us-
ing the standard reduction formulas, as in Eqs.~6! and~7! of
@4#, and the scattering intensity can then be written as

I5ar11
L 1br00

L 1cr10
L 1dr121

L 1er021
L , ~4!

where a,b are real andc–e are complex.rMLM̄L

L are the

reduced scattering matrix elements in the laser refere
frame, and the coefficientsa–e depend on the target densit
matrix elements,sFMFF̄M̄F

L . The relationships betweena–e

and sFMFF̄M̄F

L are similar to those in Eq.~9! of @4# but the

increased complexity due to the additional off-diagon
terms precludes their inclusion here.

The scattering matrix is most appropriately described
thenatural reference frame which is defined by the collisio
geometry~Fig. 1!, rather than in the laser reference fram
used for the target matrix. Hence we rotaterL from the laser
frame to the natural frame. In the laser frame, the quant
tion axis is along the major axis of the polarization ellip
~for nominally linear polarizations! and along the laser beam
for nominally circular light. The natural frame has quantiz
tion axis perpendicular to the scattering plane~i.e., along the
direction of laser propagation!. We rotate the reference from
the laser frame to the natural frame, therefore finding
laser-frame density matrix in terms of the natural-frame m
trix elements. The Euler angles@12# ~for nominally linearly
polarized light! are (a,b,g)5(p/2,2p/2,f), where f is
the polarization angle~Fig. 1!, and so

r11
L 5

1

4
1

1

2
~cos 2f Rer121

nat 1sin 2f Im r121
nat !, ~5a!

of

t.
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r10
L 5

i

2A2
~2r11

nat21!1
1

A2
~cos 2f Im r121

nat

2sin 2f Rer121
nat !, ~5b!

r121
L 52

1

4
2

1

2
~cos 2f Rer121

nat 1sin 2f Im r121
nat !,

~5c!

r00
L 5

1

2
2~cos 2f Rer121

nat 1sin 2f Im r121
nat !, ~5d!

r021
L 5

i

2A2
~2r11

nat21!2
1

A2
~cos 2f Im r121

nat

2sin 2f Rer121
nat !. ~5e!

The superelastic collision rate for targets prepared by opt
pumping with elliptically polarized light can then be writte
in terms of the scattering density matrix in the natural sc
tering frame, by simply substituting these expressions forrL

into Eq. ~4!.

III. SCATTERING RATE POLARIZATION SENSITIVITY

Information on the scattering process, described byrnat, is
extracted by measuring the scattering rate as a function o
laser polarization.rnat has only three independent real p
rameters@1#, which are generally determined by measuri
polarization sensitivitiesPi . Using linearly polarized light
incident normal to the scattering plane, we measure

P15
I02I90

I01I90
,

~6!

P25
I452I135

I451I135
,

whereIf is the superelastic count rate when the laser ligh
polarized at anglef with respect to the scattered electro
trajectory. By using circularly polarized light, we find

P35
IRHC2ILHC

IRHC1ILHC
, ~7!

whereIRHC,LHC are count rates for right and left hand circ
lar polarizations, respectively.

The measured polarization sensitivitiesPi depend on both
the scattering process and the target preparation. The ta
state dependence is normally removed by definingreduced

parametersP̄i , which represent scattering for the idealP
state in anLML basis@1#. The reduced parameters are d
rectly related to the scattering density matrix elements in
LML basis@1#,

rnat5^M̄LuruML&5
1

2 S 11L' 0 2 P̄le
22ig

0 0 0

2 P̄le
12ig 0 12L'

D ,

~8!
al

t-

he

s

get

e

where the three independent real parametersg,P̄l ,L' ,
which describe the shape of the inelastically excited tar
atom @1#, are given by

g5
1

2
arg~ P̄11 i P̄2!, ~9!

P̄l5~ P̄1
21 P̄2

2!1/2, ~10!

L'52 P̄3 . ~11!

A. Pure polarization

If pure polarization is assumed, the measuredPi param-
eters can be directly related to the ideal reduced parame
via optical pumping parametersKi :

Pi5Ki P̄i . ~12!

The coefficientsKi incorporate all aspects of the target sta
relevant to the collision dynamics. The target states is de-
termined by the laser polarization, intensity, detuning, a
linewidth, by the atomic beam density and divergence, a
by the laser-atom interaction times. It can be calculated@4#
or measured@6#. For pure polarization, the linear coefficien
K1 and K2 are equal; they can be measured as the lin
polarization of the fluorescence emitted in the scatter
plane, at right angles to the laser polarization.K3 is the cir-
cular polarization of fluorescence emitted in the direction
laser propagation@4,6#.

B. Arbitrary polarization

It can be seen from Eqs.~5! that, for arbitrary polariza-
tion, there is no longer a direct relationship between e

measuredPi and the corresponding idealP̄i . EachPi de-

pends onall of the electron polarization sensitivitiesP̄i ,
each weighted by separate optical pumping coefficie
which reflect the polarization-dependent target state. Us
Eqs.~3!–~5!, we find

P185
k11P̄11k12P̄2

11k13P̄3

, ~13a!

P285
k22P̄21k21P̄1

11k23P̄3

, ~13b!

P385
k33P̄31k32P̄2

11k31P̄1

, ~13c!

where the prime indicates imperfect polarization. The co
ficients k again depend on the laser preparation of the
cited state, that is, on the excited state density matrix ter
a–e, and hence on the laser polarization.k13,23determine the

effect of P̄3 influencing theP1,2 measurements, andk31,32

determine the effect ofP̄1,2 on the P3 measurement. Note
that these are quite different to theKi coefficients used for
the case of pure polarization.
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For P1 andP2, we know that as the circular polarizatio
contribution reduces to zero, the expressions forP18 and P28
devolve to the simple case of pure polarization; hencek12,13
and k21,23 must be small. Similarly, forP3 measurements
we expect thatk31,32 should be small. For small polariza
tions, we can then reduce these to lowest order in the po
ization error:

P185k11P̄11k12P̄22k11k13P̄1P̄3, ~14a!

P285k22P̄21k21P̄12k22k23P̄2P̄3, ~14b!

P385k33P̄31k32P̄22k33k31P̄1P̄3 . ~14c!

For small polarization imperfections, we can expect the
efficients to be close to their values for perfect polarizati
and so, for example,k33 will be near unity whilek31,32 will
be small.

The effects of the unwanted polarization elements can
detected by studying the influence of the additional u

wantedP̄ components in a givenPi measurement. To appre
ciate this, we must first consider how polarization errors a
in practical apparatus.

IV. POLARIZER

The polarization errors depend on the design and im
mentation of the device used to polarize the laser beam
on additional elements in the beam path, such as mirrors
vacuum viewports. We consider a particular polarizer des
to simplify the discussion, but the analysis can be app
straightforwardly to other systems. Potential systematic
rors are identified for our polarizer, and then we consider
consequences of these errors to the target state prepar
and therefore to measurements of the scattering density
trix.

Figure 2 shows our polarizer configuration, using
scheme apparently not previously used for superelastic
periments, but which offers significant advantages over o
systems. This design, introduced briefly in@2#, has since
been used successfully by others@7#.

Two rotatable quarter-wave retarders are used; each
be individually rotated, and using the different configuratio
listed, this arrangement provides linearly polarized light
any angle, or circularly polarized light of either helicity. A
three polarization sensitivitiesPi can be measured during
single experiment without changing optics. Conventio
schemes using a single quarter-wave retarder with optio
linear polarizer @8#, or a polarizer with interchangeabl
waveplates@9#, require reconfiguration of the polarizer i
changing fromP1,2 to P3, with possible difficulties in ensur
ing identical alignment of the laser beam, and of the po
ization axis.

Errors in the polarization can arise from a rotational m
alignment of the retarders (Da) or from deviations of the
retardance (Dd). Additional errors due to birefringence o
r-
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the vacuum viewport between polarizer and target ato
cause effects similar to retardance errors and hence are
glected here for simplicity. Note that other polarizing sy
tems@8,9# produce systematic errors which can be reduced
equivalent misalignment or retardance errors.

To evaluate the effects of these systematic errors, we
scribed the laser polarization in terms of the usual Sto
polarization vectorS @3#. The laser is initially linearly polar-
ized at 0°, in our case using a Glan-Taylor prism with 15

extinction ratio, and so the input Stokes vector is

Sin[S S0

S1

S2

S3

D 5S 1

1

0

0

D . ~15!

The polarization effects of the retarders are calculated us
Mueller calculus, in which the retarders are defined by
34 matricesR @10#. For the polarizer in Fig. 2, we have

Sout5R2R1Sin , ~16!

whereR1,2 define the two retarders, andSout is the final po-
larization state of the beam.

The general expression for a waveplate of retardationd,
with optic axis at anglea to the input linear polarization, is
given by @11#

FIG. 2. Polarizer for obtaining linearly polarized light at an
angle, and circular polarization of either helicity, without remov
or addition of optical elements. The laser is initially linearly pola
ized at 0°.
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R~a,d!5S 1 0 0 0

0 cos22a1sin22a cosd cos 2a sin 2a~12cosd! 2sin 2a sind

0 sin 2a cos 2a~12cosd! sin22a1cos22a cosd cos 2a sind

0 sin 2a sind 2cos 2a sind cosd

D . ~17!
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Including the errors for misalignment (Da) and retardance
(Dd), the device matrices become

Ri5R~a i1Da i ,p/21Dd i ! ~18!

for i 51,2. The final polarization can be calculated using E
~16! for each of the configurations shown in Fig. 2.

Taking all deviationsDa1,2 andDd1,2 to be small, we set
Sout5Sout

ideal1DSout, where DSout is a ~small! error, and to
first order we find

S0°/90°'S 1

61

0

0

D 1S 0

0

22Da162Da2

6Dd12Dd2

D , ~19a!

S45°/135°'S 1

0

61

0

D 1S 0

2Dd172Da2

0

62Da12Dd2

D , ~19b!

SRHC/LHC'S 1

0

0

61

D 1S 0

72Da12Dd2

2Da122Da2

0

D . ~19c!

It can be seen that the different systematic errorsDa1,2 and
Dd1,2 combine linearly, and so we can consider these pr
lems in terms of any one error alone, for example,Da1:

S0°/90°'S 1

61

22Da1

0

D , ~20a!

S45°/135°'S 1

0

61

62Da1

D , ~20b!

SRHC/LHC'S 1

72Da1

2Da1

61

D . ~20c!
.

-

V. IMPERFECT POLARIZATION

From Sec. II, we have the scattering rate for elliptica
polarized light; from Sec. III the polarization sensitivitiesPi
for imperfect polarizations; and from Sec. IV the kinds
polarization impurities that can be expected for a real ap
ratus. Using these arguments, we can see how experim
imperfections lead to systematic errors in the measured
larization sensitivities and hence in the collisional dens
matrix.

It can be seen from Eq.~20a! that for P1 measurements
which rely on measuring the scattering rate withS0° andS90°
polarizations, there is a small contribution of22Da1 to the
S2 component for both polarization angles. This has the
fect of a small fixed component of laser light atf545°, in
addition to the majority component polarized atf50° or
90°. SinceP1 depends on the difference in scattering ra
for these two laser polarizations, the small component c
cels. Of course, this is a simplification, since thef545°
polarization error will in general have different effects on t
target state when it is optically pumped atf50° and f
590°, but such differences are second-order effects.

For P2 measurements, there is again a 2Da1 component,
this time in theS3 circular component of the Stokes vecto
@Eq. ~20b!#. In this case, however, the sign of the err
changes with the polarization anglef545°,135°. Thus in
measuring the scattering rateI45 there is a RHC component
and in measuringI135 there is a LHC component; theP2
measurement therefore includes a significant contribu

from P̄3.
Recalling Eq.~14b!,

P285k22P̄21k21P̄12k22k23P̄2P̄3'k22P̄21k22k23P̄2P̄3

[P21DP2 , ~21!

whereP2 is the expected value for pure polarization,P28 is
the measured value with imperfect polarization, andDP2 is
the error. The pumping parameterk23 depends on the circu
lar component of the polarization. For perfectly linear ligh
k2350, and scales approximately linearly for small circul
component. The circular polarization is given by 2Da1, and
we write

DP25«23~2Da1!P̄2P̄3 , ~22!

where«23 is a proportionality constant which gives the effe
on P2 due to the circular polarization andP3 components.

Similarly, measurements ofP3 will include contributions
from P1 due to the alternating sign of the error in the Stok
S1 component.
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VI. EXPERIMENT

The effects of imperfect polarization have been est
lished experimentally, by measuring the polarization sen
tivities Pi while varying the ellipticity of the laser polariza
tion, at angles and energies chosen to illustrate the effec
shown in Table I.

The data were taken in a series of the superelastic sca
ing experiments on the 22P state of Li6 @2#. The represen-
tation 5.2/7.0 eV means that the incident energy was 5.2
and electrons of energy 7.0 eV were detected.

Figure 3 shows the measured values ofPi for E0
57.0 eV andue535°, for various misalignmentsDa1 of
the first waveplate in the polarizer.

The results forP2, in particular, demonstrate the effect

with a strong contribution fromP̄3. The dependence is ap
proximately linear, and using Eq.~22! with the tabulated

values forP̄2,3 we find «235DP2 /(2Da1P̄2P̄3)512.7. The
slope can also be calculated numerically from Eq.~21! and
using optical pumping calculations to findk23 for various
Da.

As expected, the depolarization effects onP1 are small,
since the polarization error does not change sign withf
50°,90°. There is also only negligible variation inP3 with
Da1, as expected for the small value ofP1. However, addi-
tional measurements atue575° and 135°, whereP1 is much
larger, also show small effects, with a negligible value
P3 /Da1. Clearly the optical pumping factork31 of Eq.

~14c!, which weights the contribution ofP̄1 to P3, is small.

The errors inP̄1,2 are proportional toP̄3 and therefore
depend on the scattering angle. Figure 4 shows theexpected
errors in P2 over a broad range of scattering angles, at

TABLE I. Scattering angles and polarization sensitivities us
to investigate contributions from imperfect laser polarization. R
duced polarization sensitivities can be calculated using Eq.~12!
whereK15K250.575 andK351.00 @2#.

Energy ue P1 P2 P3

5.2/7.0 eV 35° 20.069 20.10 20.90
12/13.8 eV 75° 0.47 0.05 20.55
12/13.8 eV 135° 0.37 20.35 0.44

FIG. 3. Measured polarization sensitivitiesPi for energy 5.2/7.0
eV and scattering angleue535°, as a function of the polarizatio
error introduced by misalignment of the first retarder,Da1 . h

5P1 , d5P2 , n5P3.
-
i-

as

er-

V

r

n

energy of 5.2/7.0 eV. These are calculated based on the m
surements of«23 made at 35° and given the measurements
P2 andP3 at the scattering angles shown.

VII. ESTIMATION OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

An estimate of the errors caused by imperfect polarizat
can be made without such detailed analysis, simply by co
paring the measured results forP1 at positive and negative
scattering angles. The polarization sensitivitiesP1(ue) and
P3(ue) have different parities:P3 changes sign withue
whereasP1 does not. Hence, in a form similar to Eq.~21!,

P18~1ue!5P1~ue!2uDP1u[P1~ue!1h13uP̄3u, ~23!

whereh13 reflects the contribution ofP̄3 due to unspecified
polarization errors, and

P18~2ue!5P1~ue!2h13uP̄3u ~24!

so that

h135
1

2

P18~1ue!2P18~2ue!

P̄3~ue!
. ~25!

Hence by measuringP1 at 6ue , for some angle whereP̄3 is
large,h13 gives an estimate of the undesired circular comp
nent in the laser polarization, and hence of the retarder m
alignmentDa when polarization anglesf50°,90° are de-
sired.

Similar measurements can be made forf545°,135°.
Again, P1 must be measured, but in this case the elect
source and detector are both rotated by 45°. The polarize
then still set for 45°,135° with respect to the original sc
tering reference frame, but at 0°,90° with respect to the n
positions of the electron source and detector.

It is important to emphasize that simply averaging theP1
measurements for6ue removes the final errors to first orde
Alternately, while taking measurements ofP1 at 6ue , the
polarizer can be adjusted to obtain symmetry and there
minimize polarization errors.

Similar arguments can be used to investigate the influe
of linear errors, that is, misalignment of the polarization
lipse, adjusting the second retarder to induce the approp
effects.

d
-

FIG. 4. Systematic uncertainty inP2 caused by a small circula
polarization component, as a function of scattering angleue , for
electron scattering by Li6 at an energy of 5.2/7.0 eV.
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VIII. SUMMARY

We have investigated the systematic causes and effec
imperfect laser polarization in superelastic scattering exp
ments. We have derived an expression for the superela
scattering rate from target atoms optically pumped with
liptically polarized light, and used this to show how secon
ary polarization components cause contributions from
components of the scattering density matrix. In particu
we find that in measuring the scattering for linearly polariz
ep

ell
.

s

.

of
i-
tic
l-
-
ll
r,
d

light, the errors are proportional toP̄3, the scattering sensi
tivity to circular light, and to the undesired circular polariz
tion component. The polarization impurity can be det
mined during the collision experiment by investigatin
scattering from positive and negative angles, and used
correct the polarizing device or the scattering measureme
Finally, we have described in detail a new polarizer des
which generates both linear and circular polarizations, allo
ing measurement of all scattering polarization sensitivit
without requiring interchange of optical elements.
.
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